
Under the web-address https://www.process-informatik.de are product specific
documentations or software-driver/-tools available to download.

If you have questions or suggestions about the product, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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DE-73116 Wäschenbeuren
+49 (0) 7172-92666-0
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QR-Code Website:Menutree Website:
+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Accessories
+ Connector / Power supply

+ AC adapter

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Remote-maintenance access independent of hardware

Why always take any additional hardware in the luggage for remote-access to your own
systems and machines? Installing the Software-CONNECT on your PC you always have
with it and access to your own CONNECT-cloud is always possible, no matter where you
are.
 Internet-access on the PC of course required.

Autonegotiation on RJ-45

You need ALF to connect to a reachable WLAN, but only have a patch-cable? No
problem, ALF provides "autonegotiation" and this means that he recognises a connected
cable (patch-cable or cross-over-cable) and surround the pinning according to the cable,
so a communication is possible.



Remote switching with MESSI to MESSI

The MESSI will be called by conventional Telephone or by mobile-phone. With a direct
voice message and DTMF-tone dialling the corresponding output will be set-up. If a
switching operation has come off a speech output will confirm it.

Wireless around the Schneider-PLC

Move wirelessly around the Schneider-PLC and communicate for example ONLINE in
the status



Remote-maintenance Siemens-S7-PLC with MPI/Profibus over VPN-server

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S7-controller with S7-LAN on MPI/Profibus over
separate VPN-server

Worldwide remote-access thanks to our own cloud

Worldwide remote-maintenance without additional costs thanks to our own cloud
 Your devices connect to your own cloud, no matter where they are in the world. Only
your devices are in your own private cloud, no one else has access to the cloud. In
addition, you can provide each device with its own connection-password, so that the
individual systems are protected despite the private cloud.
 No registration on any portals, no hidden additional costs, your devices in your own
cloud are always accessible.
 This is how remote maintenance/remote access is fun.


